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;SUBJECTi iQuad C1 ties. Nuclear Station Units 1 and 2

: Changes, Tests.-~and Experiments Completeds,

2 NRC Docke1 No;. Sh 254-and 50-265
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Enclosed please f tn'd a Ilisting of .those- faellity and: procedure changes, tests,

~

- 2 m

6./
Eandioxperiments. requiring safety evaluations 1 completed during'the month of

J : July >1992,:for.' Quad-Cltles Statton Unlts 1~and-2,;DPR-29 and DPR-30.-.iA
.

:'6 summary offthe safety evaluations'are being? reported in compilance with:
10CFR50.59 and;10CFR50.71(c).
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3| SE-92 .19
'

-

za ' TEMPORARY ALTERATION

~

-DESCRIPTION:-
'

. Install a 2-pen recorder in the place of the removed temperature _ recorderv- ..

:1-263-105.- The old GE temperature recorder was . removed to be worked on.
,

'

: - SAFETY EVALUATI0ld SupMARY:
a b.-

"Si 1.: The1 change described above has oeen analyzed to determine each accident or-
'?; anticipated transient described-in the-UFSAR where.any of the following is

true:
o

.

The change alters the initial-conditions used in the UFSAR analysis.-

1The changed structure,~ system or component is explicitly or implicitly-

?n . assumed to_ function during or after the accident.
** ~ Operationof/fallereofthechangedstruct :, system, or component-

<R couldfleadsto the-accident.
~

TheJaccidents which meet these criterta are listed belew:

None.;

- .for each of_these accidents, lit has been determined-that the change
: described-above will not increase _the probability of an occurrence or.the
: consequence' ofJthel accident- _or malfunction of equipment -tmportant- to :,

isafetyLas:previously evaluated'in the UFSr.d.. ' '

D* - - .2 |The. possibility-for?an; accident or malfunction.of a~different type than
'any:previously-evaluated;1n the.UFSAR:ts not_ created-because the new-
1 digital, Yokogawa. recorderE is more reliable 1 and:more accurate than;the. old

*- {GE__ recorder. The1 temperature recorder-ts required.per Tech.: Specs. to-"J '

'_- : monitor the Reactor Vesselishell andiflangeLtemperature during Reactor-
f:e - heatupscand cooldowns. = The installation of:the,Yokogawa recorder is

necessary-toicomply with this zTech. Spec. while the old GE recorder 11s,,

y =being! repaired. cBased on-these factors, the1 change;does not: create-any
. possibility of en' accident cr malfunction 'of,any type dtfferent frcm those >

.

?!? = evaluated.in the'FSAR..*

m

f:L
3. |The margin off sefety, is Lnot dehned _-in the basis for any Technical-:

d Specification,.:therefore, the safety margin-is not' reduced.
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SE-92-120*

..- t

"4 @ C04-1-92-016 |
,

I

^ DESCRIPTION:q

!Update the 1-0220-598 feedwater check valve to the vendor's_ current
design. The existing valve uses a set screw to lock the valve internal

+s -hinge pin to the disc. The proposed change will use a_"through pin" to 1

lock tie htnge pin to the disc. The through pin _will extend through the j
- . diameter of tee hinge' pin rather than surface locking.

-

;
t

SAFETY EVALUATION Sup0ERY: ;

'

1. -TheLchange described above has been analyzed to determine each accident or
- anticipated transient described in the UFSAR where any of the following isg,

- =true:-
,

i; .A.-

- LThe change'-alters the initial. conditions used in the|UFSAR analysis,
s.

$ cThe changed structure, system or couponent is explicitly or implicitly-

' assumed-to function during or after the accident.
-

_ Operation or failure of the changed structure, system, or corrponent,

could-lead to the accident.
~

The-accidents'which meet these criteria are listed below:'

:-

' t.GCA ' UFSAR SECTION 15.6.5
v:

For ehch'of these accidents, it has been-determined that'the change
described-above will-not increase the probability of an occurrence _or the
consequence'of the'eccident; or malfunction of equipment important to--

safety as;previously evaluated in the UFSAR.

W 12. :The| possibility for-an: accident or malfunction of a diffennt-type than
-

-any!previously evaluated-in_the UFSAR-is not created because no new
'

ifailure modes exist as a r'esult of this change. -The-upgrade is-s

essentiallyf like for :like.-
'

^

-3. :Th'e margin of safety,tasLdefined In_the basis for;any Technical-

(Specification istnot reduced'because.for HPCIsto inject into the: vessel
1-0220-598 must close; QTSi105-4 1s' performed each refuel outageeto

.

gg Insurnivalve closes against backflow.3_This test will continue to be-
' performed to insure the changes does'not affect the' check valv'e or prevent--

,

( 1the valve from closing againstLbackflow.

,

f
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SE-92-121

C04-1-92-015

DESCRIPTION:

Upgrade the 1.0220-59A feedwater check valve to the vendors current
design. Th9 existing valve uses a set screw to lock the valve Internal
hinge pin to disc. The proposed change will use a "through pin" to lock
the hinge pin to the disc. The through pin will extend through the<

diameter of the hinge pin rather than surface lock.

SAFETY EVALUATION St#M\RY:

1. The' change described above has been analyzed to determine each accident or
anticipated transient described in the UFSAR where any of the fo'ilowing is

1 true:

The change alters the initial conditions used in the UFSAR ar,alysis.-

The changed structure, system or compon*nt is explicitly or impilcitly-

assumed to- function during cv af ter the accident.

Operatio7 or failure of the changed structure, system, or component-

could lead to the accident.

The accidents which meet these criteria are listed oelow:

~ Load Reject? UFSAR SECTION-15.2.2
Turbine Trip

.

UFSAR SECTIOM 15.2.3
Loss of Condenser Vac. UFSAR SECTION 15.2.5v

Loss of harmal FH Flow UFSAR ?ECTION 15.2.7
Inadvertant HSIV Closure UFSAR SECTION 15.2.4

Fcr each of these accidents, it has been determined that the change
described above will not increase the probability of an occurrence or the

-consequence of the accident, oc aalfunction of equipment important to
safety as previously evaluated in thi UFSAR.

2. -The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than
any previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not_ created because no new
failure modes exist as a result of this ctange. Tlie-design function is
unaffected as weII.- The' upgrade is essential)y like for like.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical-
Specification is not reduced because the changes affecting the Tech Spec
requirement; are in a conservative direction, therefore the margin of
' safety is not reduced. The valve will be tonitored per QAP 400-32 to
ensure that the valve disc is intact and closes against backflow.

TS 110
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SE-92-123
!

NHR's #Q-91221 and Q-91222 j
|

DESCP,IPTION:

NWR's-Q-91221 & Q-91272 will be used to imp'lement modification
M04-1(2)-91-009, which will replace the existing HPCI control relay

:D 2330-108 (HPCI Low Pump Suction Pressure Trip) with an_AGASI&I Model
E-7012 time-delby-energization relay. The 10E relay will be set to 2.5#
seconds to maintalq this delav prior to tripping the HPCI turbine on low
pump suction pressure.,

SAFE 1Y EVALUATION SUMMARY:-

1. The change described above has oeen analyzed to determine each accident or
anticipated transient described in the UFSAR where any of the followinD is
true:

Tha change alters the initial conditions used in the UFSAR analysis.-

The changed structure, system or component is explicitly or implicitly- -

assumed to function during or after the accident..

Operation or failure of the changed structure, system, or component-

could lead to the accident.

. The accidents 'A meet these criteria are listed below:

LOCA UFSAR SECTION 15.6.2. 15.6.5

For each of tb> :s accidents, it-has been-determined that the change
described above will not increase the probability of an occurrence or the
consequence of-the accident, or malfunction of equipment important to
safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR.

2. .The_ possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than
any previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not created because failura of

-HPCI and RCIC have been previously evaluated (UFSAR 6.2.6) no possibility
of_an accident not previously analyzed in the UFSAR is created. Although.
the NHR/Hodification replacas a control relay in HPCI subsy3 tem, the-RCIC
system-is'affected when the control power isolation results in
de-energizattor. of relay. 2330-150, and results in the transfer of RCIC
pump suctivn to-the suppression pool. This transfer doti_not render RCIC
system inoperable. In:the wo -t case (fallure or inoperability of both
high pressure.ECCS systems,Lhit, and RCIC), the ADS and LPCI/RHR Low

,

Pressure ECC3 Systems cre provioed as backups.

,

:

TS.110'
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3. .The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for any Technical
Specification h not reduced because Technical Specification Section"

3.5.F/4.5.T states that failure or inoperability of any ECCS system will
not impare the remaining systems from performing their safety '

function (s). : Implementation of this NWR/ Modification will require making
HPCI Inoperable, but RCIC wlll-be in connection'with it's primary (i.e.,
" Ultimate") suction source and fully operable. This configuration will"

allow RCIC to meet the design function of supplied cooling water to the
core when the reactor is isolated.from the--main-turbine and feedwater is 7

:h unavailable. No other ECCS system is affected by this implementation of
.

--the NWR. All specified parameters of the Tech Spec Hargin of Safety are |

t not. decreased or reduced.
,
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SE-92-127

, ALARA DOSE REDUCTION REQUEST 92-0060 l
c.

l
~

1

DESCRIPTION:

Place A ur l' x 4' lead blan(ets on the steel checker plate above each of
the Unit-Two Reactor Building Floor Drain Sump pumps.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUPNARY:

:1. The change described above has been analyzed to determine each accident or
anticipated transient described in the UFSAR where any of the following is
true:

The change alters the initial conditions used in the UFSAR analysis.-

The changed structure, system or component is explic.itly or implicitly-

assumod to function during or after the accident.

Operation or failure of the changed structure, system, or component-

could lead to the accident.

The accidents which maet these criteria are listed below:
'

None
,

- For each of these accidents, it has been determined that the change
described above will not increase the probability of an occurrence or the

_ consequence of the accident, or malfunction of equipme..t important to,

safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than
anypreviouslyevaluatedintheUFSARisnotcreated(uetot?.efgetthat
the steel chec 133 lbs/f t andonly40'Ibs/ftgerplateiscapableofsupporting(AUL)is being added by the addition of the four lead blankets, -

the steel checker. plate will still perform its' intended function.
Therefore, the operation of the sump pumps will not be affected in any way
by thv addition of the lead' blankets. Due to these facts, no new nor
previously evaluated accidents or malfunctions will be creased or affected.

'

3. -The margin of safety, is not defined in the basis for any Technical
Specification, therefore, the safety margin'is not redu:ed.

.

;

1
|-
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SE-92-35 |
:

TEMP PROCEDURE FOR DP TEST OF M0 2-1001-36A |

|

DESCRIPTION:

Provide steps to demonstrate the ability of.RHR valve H0 2-1001-36A to
stroke open and closed against its design basis differential pressure
under system flow conditions.

SAFETY EVALUATION SupW RY:

1. The change _ described above has been analyzed to determine each accident or
anticipated transient described in the UFSAR where any of the followir.g is
true:

The change alters the initial conditions used in the UFSAR analysis.-

| - The clianged structure, system or component is explicitly or implicitly
assumed to function during or after the accident.

L
' Operation or failure of the changcd structure, system, or component-

' could lead to the accident.

The accidents which meet.these criteria are listed below:

' Intermediate /Large Line-Break UFSAR SECTION 6.2.4, 6.2.7

LOCA ViSAR SECTION 14.2.4

For each of these accidents, it has been determined that the change
' described above will not incracse the probability of an occurrence or the
consequqnct of the accident, or malfunction of equipment important to
safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR.

2. <The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than
any previously evaluated in the UFSAR is-not created because the test

.precedure does not adversely impact the RHR or RHRSW systems or their
associated functions in a-manner that would create the possibility of an
accident or malfunction of a type different from those in the UFSAR. Jhe

test operates the RHR and RHRSH systems in the suppression pool cooling
mod? within their normal design parameters. Stroking M0 2-1001-36A open
and closed with the Loop A RHR pumps operating and cross-tied to the B RHR
loop pla:es the system in a condition similar to that in which the RHR
loop must re-position from the suppression pool cooling lineup to ECCS
injection lineup following an ECCS automatic initiation signal.

3, The margin of safety, is not defined in the basis for any Technical
Specification, therefore, the safety margin is nct reduced.

'

.

TS-110
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SE-92-36

: TEMP PROCEDURE FOR DP TEST JF MO 2-1001-360
L

r

DESCRIPTION:

Provide steps to demonstrate the ability of RHR valve H0 2-1001-36B to
stroke open and closed against its design basis differential pressure
under system flow conditions.,

SAFETY EVALUATJON SUMARY:

1. The. change described above has been analyzed to determine each accident or
| anticipated transient described in the UFSAR'where any of the following is
L- true:

'The change alters the initial conditions used in the UFSAR analysis.-

7

The changed structure, system or component. is explicitly or implicitly-

assure: to function during or after the accident. |

Operation or failure of the changed structure, system, or component---

could lead tc the accident.

The accidents which meat these criteria are listed below:

Intermediate /Large Line Break UFSAR SECTION 6.2.4, 6.2,7
-

LOCA UFSAR SECTION 14.2.4

For each of these accidents, it has been determined that the c'hange
described above will r.ot increase the probability of an occurrence or the
consequence of the accident, or malfunction oi equipment important to
safety as previously_ evaluated in the UFSAR.

2.- The posslbility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than
any prev)ously evaluated >1n the UFSAR is not created because the test
procedure;does not adversely impact the RHR or_RHR5W systems or their
associated functions in-a manner that would_creat; the possibility of an
' accident'or malfunction of a type different from tho;e in the UFSAR. The
test operates the RHR Ana RHRSH systems in the suppression pool cooling
mode within their normal design parameters. Stroking M0 2-1001-36B open
and closed with the Loop A RHR pumps operating and cross-tied to the 8 RHR

1

!' loop places the system in a condition similar to that in which the RHR
loop-must_re-position from the suppression-pool cooling lineup to ECCS
injection Itneup following an ECCS automatic initiation tignal.

.3. ,The margin of sh/ety, it not. defined in the basis for any Technical,

' Specification, therei. ore,_the safety margin is not reduced.
,

(1
.
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SE-92-128

COMPONENT REPLACEHENT

!

I

DESCRIPTION: |
|Change model of mechanical seal for the BGi (higt. pressure) RHRSH pump

from 880-34 to 891-34. New model will allow stationary seal ring to i

" float" and absorb static pressure. New design is functionally identical |
'

to original.

SAFETY LYALUATION StMMRY:

1. The change described above has been analyzed to determine each accident or )
anticipated transient described in the UFSAR whart any of the following is
true:

:
The change alters the initial conditions used in the UFSAR analysis.-

The changed structure, system or component is explicitly or implicitly-

assumed to function during or after tha accident.

Operation or faihire of the changed structure, system, or component-

could lead to the accident.
,

The, accidents which meet these criteria are listed below:

NONE-
'

For each of-thesn accidents, it has been determined that the change
described above will not increase the probability of an occurrence or the
conscquence of the accident, or malfunction of equipment important to
safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR.

2. The possibility for an accident or.inalfunction of a different type than
any previously dvaluated in the UFSAR is not created because'the new
mechanical seals arc functionally identical to the originals. The new
nodel incorporates a floating seal ring design which will allow deflection
of the gland plate while maintaining the surface contact and seal
integrity. Replacement model uses similar hard face materials
(Silicon-Carbide over Tungsten-Carbide) for application in services water
enviionments.-

This design change is the result of ,pecial test 1-161 and evaluations by
Chesterton (Seal Manufacture) and ABB Impell Engineering Corporation. BWR

Engineering has reviewed and approved their 1 commendations.

Test results determined gland plate deflect 1:, a contributing to
excessive seal wear and shortened life.

The change will increase reliability _of the RHRSW pumps and does not
advc;3ely impact av o der system or component.

3. The wargin of safety, is not defined in the basis for any Technical
Specification,.therefore, the safety margin is not reduced.

TS 110-
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SE-92-132

TEMPORARY Al.TERATION 92-2-61

DESCRIPTION:

Supplement to Safety Evaluation SE-92-67.

Evaluate effect of removing sheet metal from around one tube in the 2C
RHRSH_ Vault room cooler. Removal is required to allow repair of leaking
tube documented in Tenp. Alt. 92-02-61 and SE-92-67. )

SAFEI'r EVALUN ION SIM4ARY:

1. The change 4escribed above has been analyzed to determine each accident or
anticipated transient described in the UFSAR where any of the following is
true:

The change a'.ters the initial condttions used in the UFSAR analysis.-

- The changed structure, system or component is explicitly or impilcitly i

assumed to function during or after the accident.

Operation or failure of the changed structure, system, or component-

could lead to the accident.

The accidents which meet these criteria are listed below:

LOCA-Post LOCA UFSAR SECTION: 6.2.2 paragraph 6.2-50
Containment Heat Removal

for each of these accidents, it has been determined that the change
described above will not increase the probability of an occurrence or the
consequence of the accident, or malfunction of equipirent importent to
safety as previously evalukted in the UFSAR.

'

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of J different type than
any previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not created because:

The. temporary repair to-the room cooler requires the removal of some sheet
metal to allow access to >.he leak and facilitate repairt. The matertal
will only be removed from around the one tube. The remaining tubes will
be unaffected.

Removal of the thaterial constitutes less than one percent of the total
mass ofcthe cooler. The change is insignificant to the seismic loading of
the cooler.

!
,

TS 110'
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SE-92 i32
i

TEMPORARY ALTERATION 92-2-61 I

(CONTINUED) ;

;
<

The sheet metal is located two inches from the inlet header. The overall
distance to the next siipport is approximately 40 inches. The removal of
the sheet metal would constitute a change of about five percent in the
length between supports. All the cooling coils are in semi-contact by

,

cooling fins, this reduces individual motion of one tuba. Seismic loading
changes for the individual tube would be insehstantial.

An engineering avaluation has been performed to analyze the removal and
repair. It was determined that the repair will have 1ssentially no effect.
on the operation or performance of the room cooler. (B. letter, dated-

,

: Hay 8th, 1992, CHRON# 0115585). -

The effec; of the patch, action to facilitate the repair, and potential +

lossesoof RHRSH pumps and coolers are discussed in Safety. Evaluation
SE 92-67.

L No accidents, malfunctions or failures are created that have not been
L evaluated in the UFSAR.

.

3. The margin of safety,' is not defined in the basis for any Technical *

: Specification, therefore, the safety margin t not reduced. ;
;

i
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SE- 92-131
,

,

QaP 1100-6 j
Approval and Authorization of Permanent Procedures i

I

DESCRIPTIDH:

Delete requirement to include QAP 1100-T11, Checklist for review of
,

permanent procedures, for procedures being deleted.
,

SAFETY- EVALUATION SUMARY:

1. The change described above has been anhlyzed to determine each accident or
anticipated transient described in the UFSAR where any of the following is
true:

The change alters the' initial conditions used in the UFSAR analysis.-
,

The changed structure, system or ccmponent is explicisly or implicitly- - -

assumed _to function during or after the accident.

Operation or failure of the changed structure, system, or component--

could lead to the accident.

The accidents which meet these criteria are listed below:

None
,

.For each-of those accidents, it has been determined that the change,

der ribed above will not increase the probability of an occurrence or the -
~

.

consequence.of the accident, or malfunction of equipment important to
safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR.

2. 1The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than
, any.previously evaluated in the UFSAR-is not created because the checklist

is used'to provide a detailed listing of items to be reviewed when a
procedure is revised or created. Currently it is also applied when a +

procedure is deleted. Since the purpose of a detailed-checklist is to
verify all. required elements exist within the procedure, it is unnecessary _-

and 111ogical to review these: items when deleting the. procedure because
theLsteps w511 no longer exist. Since no new procedure steps are being
implemented for use, in the procedure revised using this new process, this
change. cannot create -the possibility of'an accident or malfunction of a'
type different from those evaluated in the UFSAR.

3. The margin of safety, is not defined in the basis for any Technical
Specification, therefore, the safety margin is noc reduced,

e
.
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S~ 92-133

QCAN 901(2)-5 G2

DESCRIPTION:

And a step to allow for the disabling of rod block for an inoperable
accumulator if the Control Rod has been fully inserted and disarmed.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUMARY:

1. The change _ described above has been analyzed to determine each accident or
anticipated transient described in the UFSAR where any of the following is
trLe:

- The change alters the initial conditions used in the UFSAR analysis.

The changed structure, system or component is explicitly or implicitly-

assumed to function during or after the accident.

Optration or failure of the changed structure, system, or component-

could lead to the accident.

The accidents which meet these critela are listed telow:

None

For eact' of these accidents, it has been determined that the change-

describeo above will not increase the probability of an occurrence or the
consequence of the accident, or malfur.ction of equipment important to
safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR.

2. Tha possibility for_an accident or malfunction of a different type than
any previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not created because control rod
being fully-iriierted in the core out of sequence is an analyzed

~

condition. This is a position that inoperable-control rods are placed.
The Control Rod pattern adjustment vrou!d be required sometime af ter this
event. This situation 1s allowed by Technical Specifications 3.4.D: '

If a Control Rod with an inoperable acc MJ1ator is W e d d full in
and its directional control valvos are electrically dis.arad it shall
not be considered inoperable and the rod block associated with that
inoperable Accumulator may be' bypassed.

.

3.' The margin of safety, is not defined in the basis for any Technical
Specification, therefore, the safety margin is not reduced,v

l

L

TS 110
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SE-92-134 *:

QCOP 300-14

.

DESCRIPTION:

1. Provides the Operator with more complete guidance for isolating and
returning a Control Rod HCU to service as well as venting a CRD after
maintenance.

.

2. Provides two different PREREQUISITES to be satisfied a) with the
Vessel Head tensioned and b) withEthe Vess'el Head detensioned.

3. Provides a new PRECAUTION for prevention of contamination of personnel
should the CRD System water be from a contaminated source.

4. Provides a new PRECAUTION for prevention of fuel movement with a
Control Rod withdrawn and FULL-IN indication will NOT be jumpered out.

5. Provides new LIMITATIONS AND ACTIONS to

a. Ensure shutdown margin is met by fully inserting and electrically
disarming two Control Rods in all directions around the withdrawn
rod,

a

b. ~If this cannot be established, thus perform QCOP 300-25.

6. Provides steps to pull fuses for the Control Rod being removed from
the core.

7. Provides direction to verify Reactor remains subtritical after the
Control rod is withdrawn.

-

Provides steps to allow for Refueling Interlock checks if the Head is
ansioned and not. tensioned.

9. Incorporates steps fran QCOP 300-8 to valve out and electrically
. disarm a control rod.

>

10. Provides extra steps to ensure proper drive purging by positioning to =

-various locations before going to full-in.

SAFETY EVALUATION SlM4ARY:

.l. The changt described above has been analyzed to determine each accident or ,

anticipatt:d transient described in the UFSAR where any of the following is
The accitients .which meet these criteria are listed below:

Loss of Coolant Accident UFSAR SECTION 15.6.5
Resulting from Piping breaks
inside containment.

TS 110
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For each of these accidents, it has been determined that the change .

described above will not increase the probability of an occurrence or the
consequence of the accident, or malfunction of equipment important to
safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than
any previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not created because the change
does not adversely impact systems or functions as to create the
possibility or an accident of malfunction of a type different from those
evaluated in the UFSAR. The UFSAR Loss of Coolant Accident assumes that
the Reactor is pressurized to 1000 psi and a full Reactor Recirculation
Pump suci in piping circumferential break occurs. The conditions assumed
for the e...cution of this procedure are as follows:

Reactor is in cold shutdown.-

- Reactor mode Switch is locked in REFUEL Hode.

The 25 Control Rod array (5X5 rod array for a peripheral rod) of fully-

inserted and electrically disarmed Control Rods is ih effect prior to
withdrawing the Control Rod for maintenance.

- Verification of Shutdown Margin is performed while the Control Rod is
being withdrawn and after fully withdrawn.

- The Reactor Head may or may not be tensioned but is vented to
atmosphere.

- This procedure allows for only one Control Rod Drive to be pulled.

Technical Specifications Section 3.10.D., Control Rod and Control Rod-

Maintenance allows for the provision of withdrawing Control Rods
provided all conditions in Section 3.10.0 are met.

In view of the foregoing, the following demonstrates that the changes does
not adversely impact systems of functions so as to create the possibility
of an accident or malfunction of a type different from those evaluated in
the UFSAR:

1. The Reactor is Cold shutdown.

?. Shutdown Margin will be maintained by 25 Control Rod array (5XS rod
array for a peripheral rod) of fully inserted and electrically
disarmed Control Rods.

3. No raplu depressurization of the Reactor can occur because the Reactor
is depressurized.

4. It is not expected that other Control Rods will be withdrawn as
required by procedure.

. TS 110
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5.- Providing the option to pull the Scram Inlet and Outlet Valve fuses
provides added protection to prevent an accident or malfunction of the
Control: Rod while being worked on and does NOT-affect the capability

.of any other Control, Rod to perform its intended function. By
maintaining the same system integrity, NO reduction of system
capability is compromised and the analysis described in the UFSAR
remains valid.

,

.6. The change would allow for CRD maintenance without verifying all
Refueling Interlocks, may only per performed when the Head is ,

m tensioned.. With the vessel head tensioned fuel movement cannot take
_ place thus_the only Refueling Interlock required to prevent
inadvertent critica11 ties is Refueling Mode - One Rod Out Permissive.

7. The analyzed Refueling Accident - Dropped fuel Bundle is affected only ,

if the Head'is NOT tensioned, at which time the Refueling Bridge
Interlocks are required to be operable. If the Head is tensioned.

Lthen the Dropped fuel Bundle Accident does NOT apply because thus N0
fuel can be transferred ~1nto/out of the Reactor with the Reactor Head

'in place. Subsequently, the UFSAR analysis for Dropped Fuel Bundle
with the Head detensioned remains unchanged, and, does NOT apply for
the situation when the Head is tensioned.

- 3. The, margin of safety, is not defined in the basis for any Technical
Specification- therefore, the safety margin is not reduced.,

,
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1 )P 300-25

s-
,

DELSIPTIch;
,

I. Provide. _ i.> *:Or with more complete guidance for Itclating and.

h .returt.tnq a (~ i Rod HCU M service as well as venting a CRD after'

nat ntenanN,

7. - Allows any ..e of Control Rods to be removed for the purposes of
extended (ED rst <.en?rce due to the prot 1sion tha' the fuel
surroundiu the ,antrol Rod is removed from the core.

3. rrovides fic instructione od b'. *umr';. out Rod Out Blocks
frcm tn? _ Red and kHC Systerr .c or jumper of RPISs

simulator inctallation.

4. 'Prvvides steps':to pull fust $ne tontrol Rod being removed from
the cose.

Provides additior,a'. CAUTION for inserting e Cof, trol Rod for the firsta.

time,after outage relat or!

SAFETY' iVALDATION St.,HW.(:
'

l. The change described above has been analyzed to determine each accident or
anticipated transient described in tna UFSAR where any of the following is
true:

The' change alters the' initial conditions used in the UFSAR analysis.-

' The changed structure, system ar component is explicitly or implicitly--

assumed-to'. function during or after the accident.

Operatica et failure of the chanced structure, system, or component-
could lead to'the accident.

The accidents which meet these criter k are listeil below:

Refucling Accident- UFSAR SECTION 15.4.10

'For eacn of these accidents, it has been determined that the_ change
~ described above w1_11 oot increase the probability of an occurrence or the
consequence of the accident, or malft'nction of equipment important to
safety ~as previously evaluated in the UFSAR.

<
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. J24 [ThelpossibilitFfor an accident' or malfunction of.a different type than

",- Jany previously evaluated:in the UFSAR is not created'because the change -

1does not-adversely impact: systems or functions as to create the'd '

. possibility _or an accident:of; malfunction of a type different from those >

*yi L : evaluated in the UFSAR. -TheLUFSAR states that the Reactor core is 1
s

@ ,C Jdesigned to remaln:subtritical with one_ Control Rod fully withdrawn evea q
ifLit11s'assumeditht.t.a 'resh fuel assembly _ is dropped into an etapty fuel

: space:injan'otherwise 411y' constituted core, At least two Control. Rods''

@(, adjacent,to-the ernt.v space .must be w1thdrawn for i nuclear excursion to

h' E " '
: occur.t. Electrical _ Interlocks;that meet single failure criteria'areg _

'included into~the design:to prevent such an excursion. hith=the-Reactor
Jr -

- Hode Switch: inh" REFUEL" a rod withdrawal interlock-prevents the withdrawal
' ,

.of|more than one Control Rod. When any one rod-position indicatorishows
that.:aLrod 1s withdrawn [from the fully inserted position, the interlockLis-P

effective.
[ ,

,

- iThe change provides reduced consequcnces for a Refueling Accident
-

L(li.e. Dropped Fuel Bundle) because_ removing all the fuel from around, >
theLControl' Rod: reduces the amount of fuel in-the vessel reducing the% 4

.

W .proba_btlity of number of ruptured fuel rods.in the UFSAR Analysi,.' '

LThe; procedure:: allows sforLAny number ofLControl. Rods to be withdrawn- '

go for' extended CRD; maintenance and, with the~ removal of more fuel. the.-

;''~ < analyzed conditions and' subsequent consequences tend _to be reduced',
,

i 2. iRemoval ofitne fuels from: the cell of-.the Control Rod being worked on:,,

@? reduces 1th# probabilityfof-an. Inadvertent local criticallty as well_ as
a oveial1Jcore criticality.thus providing a better Shutdown Margin-#

~

.than thatiprovided foda fully loaded core.
'

L3. ?Tids procedure 41n <only applicableiin ths! REFUELING Hode. Technical7
,

/ Specifications Section 3.10;E?,| EXTENDED-CORE MAINTENANCE allows for-
: the irovi s ion off wi th*awi ng _:any numberi of 7 Control | Rods provi ded ; al l

C tconditions:in?Section 10E are met and'a1 ready' analyzed for._
.

' '

m.i ;Bypasning the 1nterlockiof.0NE:R00 OUT permissive with'the Controlo
b trod's: cell: completely empty does NOT violate theLintended function of~
~

.thesinterlock to narf&m its -intended function. :-Und# the-

J circumstanc h where!any-other ControlERod'is withdrawn,'the core isL
J ?n;mted to remain subcritical . based upon theLanalysis. The: bypassing' d

C Lof the? Accumulator andfthe:RP7 position 11nterlock is in effect for -

~ - ONLY5 that' (thos'e) Control Rods. 2n the unlikely event 1that more:than

w% p N , foneEcontrol'Rodbemoved,!theelectricalinterlockeddescribedabove
5 N Lwould;'stillibe fully functional >and thus prevent any further movement-

' , ~ Jof-Control: Rods.--
1- s

[ 6 .[ AllLthree methods of bypassing the REFUEL Hode-ONE R00 OUT Permissive-4 ,w
- doe -NOT defect this- interlock for any other fully : inserted rods."

+
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5. The method of bypassing a RMC - CRD ACCUMULATOR TROUBLE Control Rod
BLOCK due,to a low accumulator pressure caused by depressurizing the
accumulator as required to perform work on the drive, does NOT bypass
any other RMC accumulator trouble Control Rods bvocks for othei
Control Rods and therefore maintains the same level of confidens sf
the interlock as described in lie UFSAR.

6. Providing the optJen to pull the Scram Inlet and Outlet Valve fuses
provides added protection to prevent an accident or malfunction of the
Control Rod while being worked on and does NOT affect the capability
of any other Control Rod to perform its ict?aded function. By
maintaining the same system integrity, No reduction of system
capability is compromised and the analysis described in the UFSAR
remaint valid.

3. The margin f safety, is not defined in the basis for any Technical
Specificat!cn, therefore, the safety margin ir not reducea.

*
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QCOP 300-12

4

DESCRIPTION: .

Added steps to vent filter prior to placing into operation and steps to
vent inlet and outlet piping of suction filter.

SAFELY EVALUATION SUMARY:

1. The change described above has been analyzed to determine sach accident or
anticipated transient described in the UFSAR where any of the following is
true:

The change alters the initial conditions used in the UFSAR analysis.-

- The changed structure, system or component is explicitly or implicitly
assumed to function during or after the accident.

- Operation or failure of the changed structure, system, or component
could lead to the accident.

The accidents which meet these criteria are listed below:

6' None

-For each of these accidents, it has been determined that the change '

-described above will not-increase the probability of an occurrence or the
consequence of the accident, or malfunction of equipment important to
safety as previously-evaluated in the UFSAR.

.

2,. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of.a different type than
any previously-evaluated in the UFSAR is not created because this change

; will NOT adversely impact systems or functions so as to create the
possibility of an accident or malfunction of a type from those . evaluated
in the UFSAR. This procedure _ change provides for a more_ thorough venting

lof the CRD suction filter prior to placing into operation. This venting
will reduce the amount of air being transferred top the CR0 systein from
placing a new CRD suction filter into operation. This will reduce the-
number of_ Control Rod drives from becoming air bound which will reduce the
number of drives requiring venting, double clutching,-and increasing CRD
drive pressure to be'able to move the drive.

13 . The margin of safety, is not defined in toe basis for any Techr,ical
Specificat'on, therefore, the safety margin is not raduced.

.
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QC0A 300-11

DESCRIPTION:

Provides the Operator with more complete guidance to identify and take
corrective action in the event of a Control Rod drifting into/out the core.

The guidance covers all modes of Reactor Operation and provides a listing
of fuses to be checked which was not previously prcvided in Q0A 300-11.

Incorporate the recommendations of SER 14-89, Multiple Rod Drifts due to
Low Air Pressure.

SAFETY EVALUATION S% MARY:

-1. The change described above has been aralyzed to determine each accident or
anticipated transient describ?d in the UFSAR where any of the following is
true:

The change alters the inliial conditions used in the UFSAR analysis.-
,

The changed structure, system ce component is explicitly or implicitly-

assumed to function during or after the accident.

- Operation or failure of the changed structure, system, or component
could lead to the accident,

The accidents which meet these criteria are listed below:

None
-

For each of these accidents, it has been determined that the change
described above will not increase the probability of an occurrence or the
consequence of the accident, or malfunction of equipment important to
safety as previcusly evaluated in the UFSAR.

2. 'The possibility for an accident or nialfunction of a different type than
any previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not created because the condition
where a Control Rod inadvertentiv drifts into/out of the core is -

annunciated la the Control Room. The indication that the operator will
have ur. der these circumstances will be the Alarms 901(2)-4 A-3, ROD 0AIFT
and E-3'(A-??, ROD OVER TRAVEL as well as improper position indication on
Panel 901(2)-5 and RHM error messages.

The procedure provides enhanced direction the Operator which is required
to be taken based upon the SYMPTOMS provided for ALL modes op operation
(i.e. Refueling, Shutdown, Startup and or Run) regardless of the mode of

The change to ' hts procedure provides the same level ofthe CRD System. c

protection, therefore:

ITS 110
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1. _does NOT-change existing equipment function so as to create the
possibility of an: accident or malfunction of-a type different from
;those evaluated in the USFAR.

,

2. |does NOT affect the probability of equipment ' allure.

3.. does.not introduce any .new failure modes-that-have not been previously
1 - analyzed in the UFSAR'or Technical Specifications,

ui 4. provides better indication of modes of equipment. failure not''

,; previously provided in 00A 300-11.

..3. The; margin of safety is not defined-in the basis for any Technical -

. Specification,-therefore, the-safety margin.is not reduced.-
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QCCA 300-2

DESCRIPTION:

Added steps to check for failed fuses on CRD insert and withdrawal
solenoids.

Added immediate operator actions to check that NO Rod block or RWM Select
olock exist and that the Control Rod is properly selected.

Added a Caution NOT to scram a stuck control rod as damage my be
experienced. _

Added a step to verify recner valve lineup.

Provide increments that pressure should be increased each time the Drive
pressure is required to be increased to move a control rod.

Added a step to refer to Control n d outage report to track the inoperable
Control Rod and to meet the Technical Specification reautrements.

SAFETY EVALUATION StM4ARY:

1. The change described above has been analyzed to determine each accident or
anticipated transient described in the UFSAR where any of the following is
true:

The change alcers the initial. conditions used in the UFSAR analysis.-
,

The changed structure, system or component is explicitly or implicitly --

assumed to function during or after the accident. -

-- Operation or failure of the changed structure, system, or component
could lead to the accident.

-The accidents which meet these criteria are listed below: .

None

For each of these accidents, it hts been determined that the change
described above will not increase the probability of an occurrence or the
consequence of the-accident, or malfunction of equipment important to
safety as previously evaluated in tiie UFSAR.

,

2. The possibility for an occident or malfunction of a different type than
any p.eviously evaluated in the UFSAR is not created because these change
will NOT adversely impact system or functions so as to create the
possibility of an accident or malfunction of a type different from those
evaluated in USFAR. This procedure change just provides for an earlier
recognition of most causes of this problem. These problems would be found
.wlth or without this change, just clarlfles these potential problem.

3. The margin of safety, is not defined in the basis for any Technical
Specification, therefore, the safety margin is not reduced.

.
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, _ _QC0A 300-4 .;
m;,

O

4 *
(DESCRIPTION:>

>s

a~u - | Provide steps;during.an event where a ContL1 Rod was found withdrawn or-
~

Cf, ,laserted by;two. notches-and a QNE can NOT be contacted to insert the
"" affected: Control; Rod to position 00 and a step to contact a_QNE if more l

.M? ,than one; Control Rod was fovnd mis-positioned. 3
-

a
-

{ SAFETY EVALUATION SLMMARY:' l

; .. x11 ;Thetchange described above has been' analyzed to determine'each' accident'or
~

!? anticipated transient described in the UFSAR where-any of the following:is-
% :true: ' '

c

.' w 'LThe change ~ alters the: initial conditiont used in the UFSAR. analysis. I

tThe> changed structure,x system or cm. pent is expliutly oriinplicitly- 4A

alyr assumed to; function during or af%r the-accident. o
a. q

" ~ H -Operation or failure of the changed structure,fsystem,:or; component-
could11ahdotolthe accident.

.The accidents which meet;these criteria _are listed below;
as

: Nonei,
t

E | For each30f f these accidents,- it ha's''boen deterinined that the_ change ='

'

7,J. . .
idescribed'above:will;not increase the probability 1of an occurrence or the -

,

iconsequence of>theJaccident,'or malfunctioniof_feguipment'importantLvo.
m_ isafety as(pr_eviously eva10tted in'the UFSAR;.

~ ~ '
7

s.
.

M i [ThKpossibility)for;an.;; accident or? malfunction of a. different type tthan -i

1any|previously, evaluated.in theTUFSAR is-not' created because the change to><

:thistprocedure wl'1 NOT adversely impact) systems or: function so asiton
j - icreate the; possibility of an accident or: malfunction of a type _ different--'

%g ~ from those evaluated inuthe UFSARE vThe: insertion of misposition Control
Mf :Rodfisra1conservativeisafe condition to take?if~aiQNE caninot;be.>

Mf; fcontacted. 11'imeListoffthe upper mostrimportantLon mispositioned Contra -
-

M trod.11The longer;a1Contro_1. Rod.istout of.. proper.posttion_the.more 1:ever
,

1 :16calized power may;beceme-and the more sever clad-damage _may be*

_

texperienced; LThe:; insertion'ofithe Control? Rod.will' reduce-the localized

[eh _QoweGlevelsfand?preventcladifailure.-
'

,

gy '

Ilt iControl? Rod bein;; fully 1 inserted in the core _ out of sequence -is an - . ,

[W Janalyzed condition. JThis is'a position the.tlnoperable_ Control dods are '

. - ; placed. 'TheiCon+roli Rod pattern adjustment _would- be requUed sometime 4U^

cafter:gthis. event.
.

'i

'
'3. |The;maro'n'of safety,:is not define ( in the basis for any Technical*'

~
)Specif.. atjonf therefore, thefrafety. margin is not reduced. *

.g '
,
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QC04 300-1

DESCRIPTION:

Added a note stating thht the NON .t1 CRD pump (s) must have its
discharge valve closed.

5AFETY EVALUATION SL9 MARY:

1.--The change described above has been analyzed to determine ear.h sccident or
anticipated transient described in the UFSAR where any of the following is
true:

The-change: alters the initta'l conditions used in the UFSAR analysis.--

,

-'
- The changed structure, system or component is explicitly or implicitly

assumed to function during or after the accident.

Operation or failure of the changed structuie, system, or component-

could lead to the accident.

.The' accidents which mett these criteria are listed below:

None?
g

For each of.these' accidents, it has been determined that the change
described above'will not increase the probability of an occurrence or the
consequcn:e of the~ accident, or malfunction of equipment important to
safety ~as previously evaluated in the UFSAR.

-, .

2. The~ possibility _for an accident or malfunction of a different type than
any previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not created'because this change
does(NOT adversely impact the CRD system or its function so as to create

,the possibitity of an accident or malfunction of a type different from -

Ethese^ evaluated in the UFSAR. This change'actually will prevent.a
possible malfunction of over-pressuritation of low pressure suction piping, ,

-and also.makes the standby CRD. pump more readily available for service.
=In the-present' configuration the CRD pump may be immediately started _and
discharge valve opened where previously an operator would have to be
dispatched to the CRD pump area to close~the standby CRD pump discharge

-

. valve prior to startir :the pump.s

3.- .The1 margin of, safety, is not defined in the basis for any Technical
Specification, therefore,~the_ safety margin is not reduced.

r-
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m . |CRD.Heekly Exercise
, _

| 4 [.

. .- ,. g

DESCRIPTION:: :-

' O'1

("' s Chang'edLprocedure from "Q" to "QC" format. Added References Limitations
~

W M d Actions,: Performance Acceptance Criteria, and included the applicable
~ 9 -portion'of-QOS 300-51 as Attachment A, added additional steps to procedurt

foriclarificatiom; Added check mark brackets, initial lines, and sign-off, ,

. lines;to procedure.,

: p
> SAFETY EVALUATION SUMARY: '

s

i fi t.1 Jhe' change described above has been. analyzed to determine each accident or;
anticipated transientidescribed in the UFSAR'where any of the following is |W s

: true:: ]
w !The change alters _Lthe Initial conditions used in the.UFSAR anal'ysts. ;-

x --The'enanged structure, system or-component is explicitly or implicitly ,

assumeditoifunction during or efter the. accident.
L

. am , 7. ; Operation.or"fallure of the changed structure, system, or component-
could leadito the' accident;" , , ,

n.
*< -The D cidents which meet these-criteria are listed below:-
12

-.. Nones . :%'
.,

2
s .

1

|Forjeachtof these accidents,'it has been determined that the. change
, described above.will not increase the probabillty of an occurrence or the- ?

# '

--consequence'of!the" accident, Lor malfunction of equipment important to,

safety estpreviously evaluated in the UFSAR.~
~

.

52ILThe|possibilithforanaccidentorLmalfunctionfof'a'different;typethan *

Lany1previously evaluated in the.UFSAR is-:not c h ated because the; procedure -

~ f rV ehange does(not affect any. systems?or functions. It only addes'-

~ Reference h -Limitations and-Actions.-Performance Acceptance Criteria, and

|
.

: 1ncludes?fhe applicable:portionjof-QOS 300-Slias: Attachment A, added:
additional' step to procedure fortclarification,~|a'nd added checkmark- -

~'
-

e bbrackets, initial ~and sign-off I'ess to procedure. Therefore-it does not'

-

| create:the: possibility of a-Ptw N cident or malfbnction., . .;

W ..
~

3f :36 5The? margin of safety 2 is notidefined!1n the basis-for any Technical
.

W nSpecification, therefore, the safety margin is not reduced.
.
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QCOS 300-12

DESCRIPTION:

Changed procedure from "Q" to "QC" form t. Added References, Limitation
and Actions, Performance Acceptance Criteria, includea the applicable'

portion of 00F 300-51 as Attachment A, added additional steps to procedure
for clarification, and added checkmark brackets, initial and sign-off
lines to procedure.

SAFETY EVALUATION StH MRY:

1. The change described above has been analyzed to determine oech accident or
'

anticipated transient described in the UFSAR where any of the following is
true:

- The change alters the initial conditions used in tha UFSAR analysis.

- ~The changed structure, system or comporant is explicitly or implicitly
assumed to function during or after the accident."

Operation or failure of the changed structure, system, or component-

could lead tc the accident.

The accidents which meet these criteria are listed below:

None t

For each of these accidents, it has been determined that the change
aescribed above will-not increase the probability of an occurrence or the
consequence of the acc', dent, or malfunction of equiement important to
safety as previously evaluatet in the UFSAR.

2. The possibility for an accident or mal ' unction of a different type than 4

'any-previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not created because-the procedure
change does not affect any Systems or Functions. It only. adds References,
limitations and Actions, Performance Acceptance Criteria, includes the
applicable portion of QOS 300-Sic as Attachment A, added additional steps
to procedure for clarification, added checkmark brackets, in'tial and
sign-off. lines to procedure. Therefore it does not create the possibility
of a new accident or malfunction.'

3. The margin of safety, is not defined in the basis for any Technical
,

Specification, therefore, the safety margin is not reduced. '

h
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QCOS 300-6

DESCRIPTIOk!

Changed procedure froc ' J1" to "QC" format. Added References, limitation
and Actions, Performance Acceptance Criterla, included applicable portion
of 005 300-51 as Attachment A, added additional steps to procedure for

' ' clarification, added checkmark brackets, initial and sign-otf lines to
procedure,

SATE 1Y EVALUATION SUMMAR(:

- 1. The change dcscribed above has been analyzed to determine each accident or
anticipated transient described in the UFSAR where any of the following is
true:

- The change alters the initial conditicas used in the UFSAR analysis.

The changed stru'cture, system cr component is explicitly or implicitly-

assumed to function during or after the accident.

- Operation or failure of the enanged structure, system, or component
could lead to the accident.

The accidents which meet these criteria are listed below:

None

for each oi these accidents, it has been determined that the change
described above will not increase the orobability of an occurrence or the
consequence of the accident, or malfunction of equipment important to
safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR.

2. The possibility for an accident or malf.'nction of a different type than
any previously evaluated in the 'JFSAR .s not' created because the procedurc
change does not affect any systems c. functions. It only added
References,. Limitations and Actions. Performance Acceptance Criteria, and
includes the applicable portion of 005 300-51 as Attachment A, added
additional iteps to procedure for clarification, added checkmark brackets,
initial and sign-off I'nes to procedure. Therefore it does not create the
possibility of a new i. ; dent or malfunction.

3. The margin of salety, -i not defined in the basis for any Technical
Specification, therefore, the safety margin is not reduced.
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# " DESCRIPTION:
&

; Additional prerequis''es were added to ensure plant is-In a condition to-.,

4: .startLthe;CR0 pump _(electrical supplies, scram-reset c charging-water 1
% . valve closed);andLadded a precaution-to minimize; system shutdown.-

.

dded a note.and a'11mitation.statirg t L the NON running CRD pump (si i
J'

.

.;must have/ttt discharge valve _ closed.

E Infthe;bodyofprocedurea4 detailed series of steps are provided for '
<

s placing--the-FCV;1nto operation (old procedureLjust slated to place'in to-
c - toperation electrically;and:pneumattcally).

.

A^ 3 '

SAFETY EVAllRTION St# MARY:'
n
? 1;'LThetchangecdescribed above has been analyzed to determine each accident'or:

Tanticipated transient described in the UFSAR where any of the following is
g, tr.ue:

'

-.,

+.. . . ..
. . . .

.

. .

'M :. , :The change al_tersithe initial _ conditions used inLthe UFSAR analysis
.

s.
' .--- ;The changed structure, system or component is exp1!citly or implicitly' F<

: assumed) to function during or af ter the: accident.m ,

W
,

Operation or~ failure of theichanged structure.. system, or_ component-m --;

_ 7couldclead to the: accident.'
-

. ,c - jThe1 accidents which meet-these:criterlarate-listed below:

ig Nonel, '
'

n

". - LForleachfof.these accidents,11t baC been determined that-the change J
1 described above will?notfincrease the probabilityJof an occurrence or the-4=

g: , consequence!of the accident, or malfunction;of equipment important .to'

? safety.as/previously;evaluatedzin=the|UFSAR.'
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.

'2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than,

any previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not created because these changes.
do NOT adversely impact the CRD system or its function so as to create the
possibility of an accident or malfunction o' a type different frem those
evaluated in the UFSAR. The change to close the discharge valve on the
NON running CHD pump actually will prevent a-possible malfunction of, - -
over-pressurization of low pressure suction piping and also makes the
stendby CR0 pump more readily available (or service. In the present
configuration the CRD pump may be immediately started and Gischarge valve
opened where previously an operator would have to be dispatched to the C99
pump area to close the standby CRD pump discharge valve prior to starting,

the pump. The other changes would be requiroo to be available or
performed in the first place to startup the system.

.

3. The margin of safety, is not defined in the basis for any Technical
Specification, therefore, the si ity margin is not reduced.
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SE-92-145

CRD Daily Exercise

0ESCRIPTION:

Changed procedure for "Q" to 00" format. Added References, limitations
and Ac''ans, Performance Acceptance Criteria, included the appi1 cable
portion of QOS 300-51 as Attachment A, added additional steps to procedure
for clarification, added checkmark brackets, initial and sign-off lines to
procedure.

SAFETY EVALUATION StWARY:

1. The change dercribed above has been analyzed to determine each accident or
anticipated transient described in the UFSAR where any of the following is
true:

The change alters the initial conditions used in the UFSAR analysi:-.

Tha changed structure, system or component is explicitly or implicitly-

assumed to function during or after the accident.

Operation or. failure of the changed structure, system, or component-

could lead to the accident.

The accidents which meet these criteria are listed below: 3

None

For each of these accidents, it has been determined that the change
described above will not increase the probability of an occurrence or the
consequence of the accident, or malfunction of equipment important to -

safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunctig,n of a different type than
any previously evaluated in.the UFSAR is not created because the procedure -'e

change does not-affect any systems or functions It only adds Referances,
Limitations and Actions, Performance Acceptance Criteria, includes the
applicable portion of Q05.300-51 as Attachment A, added additional steps
to procedure for clarification, and added checkmark brackets, initial and

There ore it does not create the possibilitysign-off lines to procedure. r

of a-new accident or malfunction.,

13. :The-margin of safety, is not defined in the basis for any Technical
0 Specification, therefore, the. safety margin is not reduced.

.
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Temporary Alteration 92-1-37
;

DESCRIPTION:

Installation of temporary cooling lines from domestic (well) water to
emergency. cooling supply valve 1-3999-645 outlet connection. Two 3/4"
supply hoses from 3/4" weil water supply lines on 595' elevation of the
Turbice Building will be utilized for this purpose. Temporary Alteration
also wir, require installaticn of blank side of spectacle flange into
service water supply piping to prevent cross-connection of service water
and domestic water.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUl9tARY:

1. The change described above has been analyzed to determine each accident or
anticipated transient described in the UFSnR where any of the following is
true:

- The change alters the initial conditions used in the UFSAR analy is,'

- The changed structure, system or component is explicitly or implicitly
assumed to function during or after the accident.

Operation or failure of the changed structure, system, or component-

could lead to the accident.

The accidents which meet these criteria are listed below:

Inadvertent ciosure of
Main Steam Isolation Valves UFSAR SECTION 15.2.4

For each of these accidents, it has been determined that the change
described above will not increase the probability of an occbrrence or the
consequence of the accident, or malfunction of equipment important to
safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than
any previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not created because the 1A
Instrument Air Compressor will still operate as drilgned with well water
as a cooling source rather than service water. Tnere is sufficient backup

air suppl ' a utilizing service air and the other available instrument air
compresse as needed. A loss of instrument air accident was previously

analyzed ir. UFSAR Section 9.3.1.1 and 15.2.4.

The margin of-safety, is r.ot deft'ed in the basis for any Technical3. n

Specification, ti erefore, the safety margin is not reduced.
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Temporary Procedure # 7945

<

DESCRIPTION:

Allow for use of normal Service Water instead of RHR Service Hater as a
cooling-medium for the refrigeration condensing 'Jnit 1/2 '.,400-102 of the
"B" train of Control Room HVAC.

SAFETY EVALUATION SUleunV*
$

The c.ange described atove has been analyzed to determine each accident orf1.
anticipated transient described in the UFSAR where any of the following is -

true:

- The change alters the initial conditions used in the UFSAR analysis.

1he changed struc. ore, system or component is explicitly or implic : tly-

assumed to function during or after the accident.

- Operation or-failure of the changed structure, system, or component
c could lead to the accident.

The accidents which meet these criteria are listed below:

None

For each of these accidents, it has been determir.ed tnat the change
described above will not increase the probability of an occurrence on the
conseauence of the accident, o malfunction of equipment-important to g
safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR.

{
2. The oossibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than

any previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not created because The "B" tra'in
of-Control Room HVAC was designed to allow the use of either normal or RHR

. Service Hater as the cooling medium for the refrigeration condensing unit
1/2-9400-102. Therefore, using norma' Service Hater will not adversely
impac! the Control Room HVAC system and cannot create the possibility of
an accident or malfunction of a type different from.those already
evaluated in the UFSAR.

'3. The margin of safety, is not defined in the basis for any Technical
Specification, therefore, the safety margin is not reduced.
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SE-91-383

M04 -1 -88-018

DESCRIPTION:

.

Install a time delay relay in the first floor Turbine Building to Reactor
Building interlock doors circuitry and the 1/2 Diesel Generator Room.

f SAFETY EVALUATION SIDNARY:

1. The change described above has been analyzed to determine each accident or
anticipated trant*?nt described in the UFSAR where any of the following is
true:

- The changa alters the initial conditions used in the UFSAR analysis.

- 'Fa chans.d structure, system or component is explicitly or implicitly
assumed _to function during or after the accident.

- Operation or failure of the changed structure, system, or component
could lead to the accident.

The accidents which meet these criter:a are listed below:

Instrument Line Break ViSAR SECTIOl. 5.3.4.1
Refueling UFSAR SECTION 14.2.2
Loss'of Coolant UF5AR SECTION 14.2.4

For each of these accidents, it has been determined that the change
described above will not increase the probability of an occurrence or the -

consequence of the accident, or malfunctior, of equipment important to
safety as previously evaluated in the UFSAR. -

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than
any previously.evaluaied in the UFSAR is not created because the new relay
is replacing the existing one with no change in function except the
addition of a time delay to prevent two doors opening simultaneously. No
new accidents or malfunctions _ exist.

.3. The margin of-safety, is not defined in the basis for any Technical
Specification, therefore, the safety margin is not reduced.

. , -
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M04-1-91-009

DESCRIPTION:
,

The 2330-108 relay in the 90X-39 panel is to be r2placed with a TOE time
delay relay. This provides a 2.5 second time delay (where the low suction
pressure signal must be present) prior to tripping the HPCI turbine. The
low pump suction pressure and high condenser vacuum trips are also
inhibited during an emergency initiation of HPCI (i.e., when indications
are present of a high drywell pressure or low-low reactor water level).

SAFETY EVALUATION SIDMARY:

1. The change descr! bed above has been analyzed to determine each accident or
anticipated transitnt described in the UFSAR wnere any of the following is

~

true:

The change alters the initial condition: used in the UFSAR anal sis.i-

- The changed structure, system or component is explicitly or implicitly
ass imed to function during or af ter the accident.

- Operation or failure c7 the changed structure, system, or component
could lead to the accident.

The accidents which meet these criteria arc listed below:

Small Break LOCA

For each of these accidents, it has been determined that the change
described above will not. increase the probability of an occurrence or the
consequence of the accident, or malfunction of equipment important to
safety as previously evaluated in the UrSAR.

2. The possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than
-any previously evaluated in the UFSAR is not created because this
modification affects the HPCI system, only. The potential failure of
HPCI a single emergency core cooling subsystcm, is described in section
6.2.6 of the FSAR/UFSAR. The-failure of HPCI is a previously analyzed
condition- The Automatic Pressure Relief (APR) system and low pressure
ECCS subsystems are the backups for a loss of HPCI.

The logic changes described in this modification create an interface
between the HPCI initiation logic and the turbine trip logic (both logic
are contained in the same control circuit). This interface is intentional

,

and designed to reduce the probability of spurious failures (i.e. turbine
trips) causing HPCI to fall to perform its design function during an
accident.

;
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Hodification M04-1-91-009 CONTD
.

The failure modes, which have been impacted by the change, are the reduced
protection of the tiPCI equipment from off normal conditions (i.e., low
suciton pressure and high condenser vacuum). The ataantage of the reduced
spurious trips is .seen as more important to safety than the it:duced
protection from off norrnal conditions.

A detailed failures analysis was performed by BWRSD with the result that
the possibility of a low pump suction pressure or high condenser vacuum

-pressure. trip due to equipment malfunction and/or personnel error are both
extremely unlikely avents. This p.otection during manual operation of
HPCI is sufficient and should be blocked in an emergency to minimize the
potential of spurious HPCI trips.

3. The margin of safety, as defined in the basis for uy Technical
specification, is not reduced because the modifled trip logic doe not
perfern a safety related function other than to protect the HPCI equipment
from off normal conditions. Since the modification is to make HPCI mcce
reliable and available in an emergency, the modification does not reduce
the margins of safety. The premise that some type of protective eculpment
can be bypassed in an emergency (to provide better assurance that the
equipment will be functioning and not spuriously tripped due to equipment
protection oevices) has ueen used in the design of the emergency diesel
generator and other Sefety Related equipment.

,
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